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the complexity and richness of Pratt’s work are largely due to a subtle and indeterminate interwea-
ving of real adventures which are rooted in history. 

Pratt’s universe is inspired by fables, stories and legends, all rooted in mythological tradition. in this 
latent fantasy which characterises all the corto maltese adventures, Pratt repeatedly exploits dreams 
as a narrative device. His characters frequently fall asleep, plunge, literally fall into a dream which 
opens up a both fascinating and playful meta-reality. a world in which crows and cats speak, where 
there are two moons, where time ceases to exist and which is peopled by fairies and knights. 

no exhibition of Hugo Pratt’s work has ever focused on the theme of dreams. so “Hugo Pratt, les 
chemins du rêve” (the tracks of dreams) is breaking new ground. an invitation to experience the laby-
rinthine and unfathomable geography of Pratt’s dreams, this exhibition uses a careful and rigorous 
selection of around sixty original watercolours and plates to subtly highlight this basic element which 
underpins all his oeuvre. 

the exhibition is divided into three sections: nature, time and characters. it features mirror effects, 
in shadow and light, in closed cabinets, creating subtle echoes of the world of Hugo Pratt’s comic 
strips. this universe is ubiquitous. through snippets from his interviews, he tells us about his vision 
of dreams, his dream- and myth-filled reality and his writing and artistic processes. 

“i always try to describe something which took place or which contains an element of truth, but i also 
try to introduce some confusion, and thereby leave open the possibility of a fantastic interpretation. 
that always adds another dimension. that’s my way of looking at things. even so, it’s often the case 
that truth is stranger than fiction, that there is something even more fantastic in it than anything a 
person could dream of or imagine.” Hugo Pratt.
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The curation of the exhibition

the exhibition has been curated by two remarkable women, both leading specialists in the works of 
Pratt: Patrizia Zanotti and cristina taverna.

an argentinian by birth, Patrizia Zanotti was 17 when she began working with Hugo Pratt in 1979. 
she began by adding colour to his comic strip stories, and then handled relationships with publishers 
and was involved in graphic design and book printing. she gradually came to be the curator of all 
exhibitions about Pratt and corto maltese throughout the world. in 1994, with Hugo Pratt’s support, 
she founded Lizard edizioni. since 1995, she has led the cong company, which promotes Hugo Pratt’s 
works and manages the artist’s rights (cong-pratt.com).  

cristina taverna was born in alexandria. at the age of 15, she decided to move to milan. there, she 
studied French literature at Bocconi university, completing her course at the sorbonne. in 1981, she 
opened nuages, a gallery in milan specialising in illustration and comic strips (nuages.net). she mainly 
exhibits work by Jean-michel Folon and Hugo Pratt, about whom she wrote a book in 2012. in 1989, 
nuages also became a publishing house, with which Folon collaborated on several occasions. in 1987, 
the exhibition of Folon’s posters at vicenza museum marked the beginning of cristina taverna’s 
career as a curator of major exhibitions, staged in prestigious historical venues. 
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“in a sense, i write with all writers, all stories, all legends, i write about them, with them. When i 
created songe d’un matin d’hiver (midwinter’s day dream), it was obviously a nod to shakespeare: i 
included all his characters, including oberon. But what interested me in this story was bringing toge-
ther two forces, two educational traditions, and two mentalities by comparing german and British 
civilisation. i really enjoyed drawing that because i went back and forth between two worlds. in other 
words, i walk around with images.” Hugo Pratt.



The scenography

the scenography for the exhibition was designed by antigone aristidou, with assistance from Julie 
de almeida.  

antigone aristidou was born in athens and earned a degree in architecture from the La cambre ins-
titute in Brussels in 2000. she then spent 13 years gaining experience in various architectural prac-
tices.  over the last 4 years, she has designed many exhibition scenographies, including Baudelaire v 
Bruxelles (Baudelaire v Brussels) and Belle epoque Posters at the Brussels city museum (maison du 
roi).
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“in literature - and god knows i’ve read plenty of it, - what moves me most is poetry, because it’s 
synthetic and it unfolds through imagery. When i read, i see the images, i feel them through my skin. 
Behind poetry there is a hidden depth which i perceive almost immediately. and like poetry, the car-
toon strip is a world of images. You always have to combine two codes and, therefore, two worlds. an 
immediate universe through imagery and a world conveyed by words.” Hugo Pratt.



The catalogue

the catalogue for the “Les chemins du rêve” (the tracks of dreams) exhibition is published by gal-
limard. over its 132 pages, it features the works in the exhibition, along with explanatory texts by 
Francesco Boille and giulio giorello. it costs €27.90 and is available exclusively from the Fondation 
Folon until september 2019. 

 “i always tell the truth as though it were something false. unlike many others who say things that are 
false and want them to be true, i describe reality as though it were false and this is where it becomes 
two- or three-fold, and readers then see that some of the things i said were true, and so they set out to 
look for them with greater interest.” Hugo Pratt. 
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Tour and Workshop packages

alongside and as a complement to the exhibition, the Fondation Folon has put together a two-hour 
tour and workshop package. it includes a visit to the exhibition to learn about the mechanics of 
dreams in the works of Hugo Pratt, and then plenty of time to enjoy a drawing and watercolour pain-
ting workshop. 

- sunday 26 may, 3 pm 
- sunday 15 september, 2 pm

advance booking required: info@fondationfolon.be
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“What i aspire to do in my stories is to create images which are like signs and which, therefore, 
arouse greater curiosity. a little curiosity which opens the door to an unknown world.” Hugo Pratt.
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